Founded in 1993, OLTREFRONTIERA PROGETTI srl is a dynamic and highly motivated company, working in the market as a producer of window displays, tools, pop up store, shops and projects on behalf of companies in the Luxury and Sportswear Fashion segment. Our clients are: Giorgio Armani s.p.a., Kering S.A., LVHM S.E, Capri Holdings, Moncler s.p.a., Maryling, VF International, OTB Group, Compagnie Financière Richemont SA. Our company is positioned in four strategic locations: Brianza, Guangzhou, New York, Paris. **From Spring 2022 a new project called «oltre i caselli» in Milan at Ex Caselli Daziari Piazza Principessa Clotilde (Porta Nuova) Milan.** The presence of Oltrefronteria Progetti in the Far East and Mexico dramatically reduces the cost of shipping to locations outside of Europe. Administration, planning, production, quality control, packing, storage and logistics: “the entire business cycle is constantly tracked and monitored by our team.” Oltrefrontiera Progetti srl is ISO 9001, SA8000, ISO 14001, OSHA 18001 and GRI and DL 231, A&O certified. GuangZhou Oltrefrontiera Trading Co. Ltd is ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and SA8000 certified, FSC.

**Window displays, tools, pop up store, shops and projects, event**

Oltre I Caselli are a flexible and prestigious places, unique for architectural beauty and the atmosphere of a historical space, where worlds of business and communication and events find and ideal place to carry out their promotional activities.

**Contacts**
Tel.: 345 6178948  
marketing@oltrefrontieraprogetti.com

www.oltrefrontieraprogetti.com